
 

 

       19 August 2011 

 

Update to 8 June 2011 Press Release 

In June 2011, the National Security Agency (NSA) declassified and released to the National 
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) over 50,000 pages of historic records. In a press 
release issued 8 June 2011, NSA highlighted an early publication on cryptography, a record on 
the book Kryptographik Lehrbuch der Geheimschreibekunst from 1809. This update provides 
more detailed information on that particular cryptography record. 

 

What is the cryptographic record released to NARA? 

The record consists primarily of information from Kryptographik Lehrbuch der 
Geheimschreibekunst, a book written by Johann Ludwig Klüber and published in 1809. The 
Klüber book is stil l cited as a noted reference book on the history of cryptography. The record 
released by NSA appears to have been created by a German cryptographer who excerpted 
sections of information from the Klüber book, presumably as a reference, and hand-wrote an 
example applying a cryptographic technique from the Klüber book.  

 

Why does NSA have documents from German cryptographers?  

The record is a Target Intelligence Committee (TICOM) document. During the closing months 
of World War II  (WWII) , British and American authorities carried on extensive research of the 
Axis cryptologic organizations and their operations during and prior to WWII . TICOM was one 
of these joint research efforts. TICOM teams were sent into the field behind the frontline to 
recover cryptologic documents, material and equipment and to conduct interrogations. 
Researchers used this recovered war-time information in an effort to exploit cryptologic targets 
in Germany and German-occupied territories. TICOM intelligence analysis activity of the 
recovered information continued past 1950.  

 

 



 

 

If NSA was created in 1952, why does the Agency have records from WWII? 

The U.S. Army Security Agency (ASA) was one of the American entities involved in TICOM. In 
1949, the code-breaking organizations of the Army, Navy and Air Force were merged into the 
Armed Forces Security Agency (AFSA). Af ter NSA was founded in 1952, many of the 
cryptographic records from ASA and AFSA went to NSA. This included many TICOM 
documents. 

Why was a German document captured in World War II considered classified? 

The cryptologic relationship between the U.S. and U.K. governments was treated as classified 
after WWII , to include information about the initial cooperative efforts, such as TICOM. 
Records captured as part of TICOM efforts were classified because they would have revealed 
details of the success of the joint intelligence analysis efforts between the U.S. and U.K. Thus, 
while this particular cryptography record was not stamped as classified, the folder for the record 
showing that it was a TICOM document was classified as SECRET. (Figure 1) 

 

Figu re 1: Declassified c over of the fol der for t he Cryptograph y Record 



 

 

Is this one of the first TICOM documents publicly released by NSA? 

No. In 2002, NSA released to NARA for public release almost 1000 TICOM documents. A 
lower quality version of this cryptographic record was released in that set of documents. That 
version included hand-written cover sheets showing that it was a TICOM document. For 
unknown reasons, the TICOM records were accessioned individually. Under  current 
standard archival process, all TICOM records would be put into a single accession, thereby 
keeping them together and providing the necessary context.  

What is in this record? 

The cryptography record created by the unknown German cryptographer includes the 
information from the title page of the Klüber book, many typed excerpts from the Klüber book, 
and a hand-written cryptography example.  

The first page of the body of the cryptography record (Figure 2) has the information from the 
title page of the Klüber book (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

Figu re 2: First  page of Cr yptograph y Record  



 

 

 

Figu re 3: First  page of Kl über Bo ok 

 

 

Most of the cryptography record consists of typed excerpts from different sections of the Klüber 
book. These excerpts include: 

 the bibliography 
 the overview (table of contents) 

 sections of the body of the Klüber book   

In the cryptography record: 

 Single pages (Figure 4) generally contain the content of multiple pages from the Klüber 
book (Figure 5), with notations showing the page number of the book where that 
information may be found. 

 Footnotes from the book were not included. 
 There are some hand-written typographical corrections, as well as small vertical lines 

showing page breaks.  

 There are some modernized spelling changes from the original text in the Klüber book. 



 

 

 

 

Figu re 4: Partial page of the Cryptogr aphy Record  

 



 

 

 

Figu re 5: Pages 22  23 of the Klüber book  

 

The most interesting part of this cryptography record is the hand-written cryptography example 
at the end. The things to look for are: 

 The Klüber book includes examples of line scripts using a rectangle, circle and a series of 
embedded circles. (Figure 6) For each example: 
o T were inscribed within the shapes.  
o In some cases, multiple letters of the alphabet are contained in the same cell . In these 

cases, the person decrypting the message may need to figure out from the context 
which letter was more likely in the original message.  



 

 

o A small circle is drawn showing where the line begins and then lines are drawn in the 
table from one letter of the message to the next. A small arrow shows the end of the 
message.  

o The pattern made by those lines would apparently be sent as the encrypted message, 
which the recipient would decrypt by laying that pattern on the same table and 
reading the letters off from the beginning circle to the concluding arrow. An example 
in the rectangle is shown using the Latin phrase: EST SILENTIO MERCES. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figu re 6: Lin e script ex ampl es from the Klüber book 

 

In the hand-written example in the cryptography record, the author: 

 applied that technique using a square table with 5 rows and 5 columns in which the letters 
 and included a version of 

the table without a line script and an example of the table with a line script example using 
what appears to be the German phrase: DIES IST DIE SOGENANNTE 
QUADRATSCHRIFT. (Figure 7) 

 interestingly, did not include the section of the Klüber book (pages 285  289) addressing 
the line script examples 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figu re 7: Lin e script ex ampl e from the Cryptogra phy Record  

 

 

Does this German document have permanent historical value for the U.S.? 

Yes. It is an example of the cryptographic materials recovered under the TICOM effort. It is also 
 

developers of new cryptographic systems frequently recycle principles of systems used years 
earlier.  



 

 

How was the context of this record determined? 

The June 2011 press release on this record did not provide the context of this declassified 
historical record. Given that the first page of the record contains the same information as the title 
page of the Klüber book, it may have initially appeared to the public that this record was the 
Klüber book. Fortunately an early edition of the Klüber book is available in the National 
Cryptologic Museum as part of a collection of materials donated to the National Cryptologic 
Museum Foundation by the historian Dr. David Kahn. By comparing the record to the book, it 
was apparent that while the record contained information from the book, it was not actually part 
of the book.  

Several people with experience in cryptanalysis and German, from both the U.S. and U.K. in 
another example of cooperation, worked together to identify the content of the record. Because 
the hand-written square line script example actually has the line script misaligned on the table, 
the message can be recovered accurately by copying the line script and applying it to the table 
without script on the adjacent page. (Figure 7) 

All t hese efforts assisted in determining the context of this record. While NSA may never know 
for certain when this cryptographic record was created, what its specific purpose was, or who the 
author was, this reconstruction provides the best possible explanation given the information 
available.  

 

For other related information, go to www.nsa.gov. 


